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Foreman on
sabbatical

by Mary Grace Stocker

by Bethany Daniels

Chattanooga has evolved from the
“dirtiest city in America,” dubbed
by a CBS newscaster in 1969, to
an innovative and vibrant city with
a large entrepreneurial and startup
scene. However, in the national
startup business scene, women
own less than 30 percent of all
businesses, according to the U.S.
Census Bureau. The Company Lab
(CO.LAB), Chattanooga’s launch
pad for entrepreneurs, attempted
to shake up the male majority in
mid-February when they announced their first-ever 48Hour
Launch: Female Founder Edition.
48Hour Launch is a weekendlong business startup experience,
designed to inspire entrepreneurial
action at the local level. The event
brings bright minds together to
participate in an intensive period
of community building, planning,
incubation, and launching. 48Hour
Launch provides a space and time
for social networks to take root
and grow. CO.LAB continues to
generate publicity for the event
that will take place April 5-7.
Sheldon Grizzle, CO.LAB
founder, states that 50 percent of
their springboard business-planning course’s graduates are women.
Continued on page 2News

In the last 27 years, English
professor Dr. Clifford Foreman
has taken only one sabbatical. This
spring is his second, which he is
using to work on his novel, The
Trace. The Bagpipe sat down with
Foreman to catch up on life away
from teaching at Covenant and
talk about his writing process.

Covenant College Trustees and Advisors

Covenant College

Board Decision on Indonesia
by Garrison Dale

Last week the Board of Trustees discussed the possibility of
establishing a satellite campus
in Indonesia and concluded that
the college will continue exploring the idea until a final decision
is met at the board’s next meeting on October 9, 2013.
“I’ve been on Covenant’s board
for most of the last 35 years and
have rarely seen such a sense of
excitement, a spirit of unity, and
moving of God’s Holy Spirit as we
began to explore this possibility,”

said Board of Trustees member
Joel Belz. “We understand that
there are risks as well as opportunities, but that is almost always the
case when something really good
appears on the horizon.”
The Board of Trustees official
motion reads as follows: “The
Board of Trustees of Covenant
College enthusiastically endorses
the continued discussions and
negotiations with the Yayasan
concerning a potential Covenant
College campus in Jakarta starting
in fall, 2014.”
President Derek Halvorson and

Education Department Chair
Dr. Jim Drexler presented the
Indonesia proposal to the trustees
for review and discussion. Some
of the faculty’s concerns with the
idea were presented by Professor
of Physics Dr. Paul Broussard and
Professor of Education Dr. Phil
Horton.
The satellite campus would offer
a BA in early childhood education
and a MAT degree similar to the
undergraduate and graduate degrees
offered at Covenant. But some
significant issues must be addressed
before the campus is approved.
Continued on page 2News

What is the premise of the story?
It’s a ghost story with two interwoven plots - one about a character in the 20th century and one
about a character, the ghost, from
the 19th century. The main character, a widower, moves back to his
home in Massachusetts after his
wife’s untimely death. He chooses
a house, which happens to belong
to a different character from
the 19th century story, and then
comes into contact with the ghost
of a 19th century romance author.
The widower has two women
friends - one works at a historical society and the other is a set
designer from Hollywood working
on a movie about the 19th century
romance author. These characters
combine the ideas of connecting
to the past through historical research and imaginative re-creation
Continued on page 3News
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campus would have on Covenant’s
accreditation status, the complication of mirroring the Education
Department’s programs in a foreign culture, and issues of staffing
the campus.
“Mostly all constituencies think
the idea is worthy of exploration,”
said Vice President of Academic
Affairs Dr. Jeff Hall. “But all ques-

tions that may affect the college’s
accreditation status need to be
carefully examined.”
Halvorson, Drexler and other
members of the faculty will
continue evaluating the risks and
rewards of the potential campus
until the board’s final decision.
“My impressions of the idea are
that it is both exciting and daunt-

see another woman making money
and she will say, “I can do better.”
The 48Hour Launch will be a platHowever, that same percentage of
form for women to brainstorm and
females does not translate over to
collaborate to jumpstart female
founders of high-growth startentrepreneurship in Chattanooga.
ups in Chattanooga. Grizzle said,
On a national scale, statistics
“We’re working hard to change
show that women not only have
this because we know the talent
low involvement in entrepreneurand potential are there.”
ship, but also, have low involveTiffanie Robinson, Director of
ment in startup investment.
Creative Strategies at River City
According to the U.S. Census
Company, along with several other Bureau, women make up about 15
women leaders in Chattanooga,
percent of angel investors and only
has been working on an angel
5 percent of venture capitalists for
fund to invest in female entrestartup businesses. “Only 12 perpreneurs. “We wanted to get the
cent of investors throughout the
community excited about female
world are female investors,” said
entrepreneurs,” said Robinson. “So Robinson. “Now, there is absolutewe talked to CO.LAB about dedi- ly nothing wrong with men being
cating 48Hour Launch this year to investors or male entrepreneurs,
female founders. They jumped on
but the point is that females gain a
board because
certain amount
they knew our
of excitement
Interested in joining
city lacked
by seeing and
48Hour Launch? Email
female entreinvesting in
Mary Grace Stocker at
preneurs and
other successful
marygrace.stocker@
wanted to see
women. And
gmail.com to join her
the landscape
until we have a
change as well.” team.
larger numThe Nobel
ber of women
Peace Prize recipient in 2006,
deciding how to spend that capital
Muhammad Yunus, gives a global
investment, we likely will continue
perspective on women entrepreto have a lower number of female
neurs. His experience in Banglaentrepreneurs.”
desh through the Grameen Bank
“Many people say women are
influenced his perspective, that in
more risk-averse than men,” said
order for female entrepreneurship
Shelley Prevost, a partner at Lamp
to grow, all a woman has to do is
Post Group, a local incubator

for high-growth
startups. “I don’t
believe that’s true.
I think women are
more risk-tolerant.
Where many
men may plunge
ahead, women may
pause and consider
alternatives. In the
startup world, you
need as balance
between those two
tendencies.”
As one of the
leaders working with Tiffanie
Robinson on an
angel fund for
women to invest
in women, Prevost
added, “We have
a chance to grow
the momentum
we’re experiencing
with our startups
and entrepreneurs
in Chattanooga.
Women represent
an untapped market of investable
concepts and potential success.
We need to help them flesh out
their ideas and see what they can
accomplish.”
Keely Stockett, Communications Director at CO.LAB said,
“In one sense, 48Hour Launch:
Female Founder Edition could be

Continued from front page
“There are a whole host of
potential challenges and difficulties with establishing a campus a
campus on the other side of the
globe,” said Halvorson.
The faculty’s concerns with the
idea include the impact a satellite

Female-led startups
Continued from front page
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ing,” said Halvorson. “It’s exciting
to think about the role that Covenant might play in supporting the
work of the church and advancing
Christian education in Southeast
Asia. It’s daunting to consider how
much work is involved in this sort
of project, and we are—of course—
wary of doing anything that would
have negative repercussions for the

work being done here.”
In April, members of the
administration and of the Education Department will travel to
Indonesia on what Halvorson calls
a “fact-finding mission.” During
their stay, the team will explore
answers to the faculty’s current
concerns in hopes to move closer
to a final decision in October.

Wordpress.com

considered a step toward justice
and equality for women in the
startup world. But it’s more than a
symbolic gesture.”
Pre-Event Pitches: Thursday,
March 28 at CO.LAB
Launch Weekend: April 5, 6 p.m.,
to April 7, 6 p.m.

Public Demos: Sunday, April 7, 6
p.m., at Church on Main
To read more about 48Hour
Launch: Female Founder Edition
or register to volunteer, visit:
http://colab.is/

Faculty Quote of the Week
“Don’t be a philosopher. Be a person...with a soul.”
- Dr. Davis in Bioethics
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The Verdict

How did you come up with the
title?
In this context, it means a path. It
is also the idea of a faint remainder of something from the past
in the environment we can look
into and find the past. As a verb, it
means to find and follow something. I live on Fort Trace, and I
fell in love with the word - it really
gets at what the novel is about.

... Sort of.
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of it out of plastic, as they do in
Hollywood.
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What are some of the big ideas?
Thematically, the questions are:
how do we get in close contact
with the past and what is it that
interests us and moves us about
the past? All of my writing life
I’ve been interested in seeing the
past through things. When I was
younger and lived in New Hampshire, there was this empty house
I always drove by, slowly rotting
and falling down. I have the image
of this house with its rotted wood
and warped roof beams, and I
remember watching it fall apart
over the course of the years. Going
away and coming back, seeing how
it had been overgrown with locust
trees and watching the woods take
over land and house itself fascinated me. What is the history of
this house? How did the house
reflect those lives and experiences
of those who lived in it? Seeing
land change, watching bulldozers
come and reshape land, obliterating the past makes you wonder if
it’s possible to get back to it.
Can you tell me more about this
idea of connecting to the past?
People get in touch with the past
in a variety of ways. This idea
came to me when my wife and I
were visiting her siblings LaSalle
National Park. I was walking
on a trail through the woods
and thinking about the connections of the land to LaSalle.
And something happened there.
This was one place where I got
in touch with the idea of the
past coming to life within us as
we explore and become fasci-

nated with people who are dead.
That’s what a ghost is to me: the
remaining presence of a person
who exists in the minds of living
people. In the novel, the main
character’s wife has just died in
a plane crash over the ocean. He
has no grave and no body. He
leaves behind the house where
they lived together because he is
haunted by her, in a sense. Her
presence is still in that house.
He moves to another house, and
almost as catharsis comes into
contact with the older presences
of the ghosts there.
So, do you believe in ghosts?

News: 3

a dentist appointment with heavy
Novocain, and sitting in that chair,
I began to connect the two sides of
the bridge and feel the outline of
the story. The troubling thing was,
as I wrote, I realized that where
the bridge was landing didn’t connect in the middle with the other
side of the bridge. So I have to go
back and change the bridge at the
other bank. The idea that I had of
my characters has changed and my
writing style is different from what
it was in beginning, so I’ve also
had to rewrite for style. But this
week, I’m working on killing my
19th century romance novelist.

Annie Huntington

What I believe in is what ghosts
represent in the imagination.
Though, there is that interesting
story of Samuel in Old Testament.
I believe there is something like
ghosts. In the novel, a reader will
wonder about the reality of the
ghost. But whether the ghost is
real or not, it is real in the imagination of the main character. In
The Iliad, Patroclus comes back to
Achilles, goes to hug him and his
arms go right through him. This is
a vivid picture of how a human’s
feelings and emotions might hang
onto the person who is gone. It
seems to me there are still dead
people who are present with us.
What does your process of writing
look like?
The idea came to me ten years ago,
but I began the writing process by
writing the end of it first. At the
beginning of this semester, I had

Can you tell me more about character development?
On July 4, 2004, I was in Massachusetts on the 200th birthday of
Nathaniel Hawthorne.
I was staying up late, and I
thought about the possibility of
him coming to my room. I have
been thinking about Hawthorne
since 1973 when first read The
Scarlet Letter, and in many ways,
I had encountered the ghost of
Nathaniel Hawthorne. He’s a
particularly frustrating ghost, and
he was a hard person to figure out
- even his wife said he was hard to
understand deeply.
The ghost that the main character gets in touch with is the 19th
century romance author named
Alder. A lot of my ideas about the
life of the ghost are close to the
life of Hawthorne, and my female
character in the 19th century is
similar to Margaret Fuller. I am

If you have something you wish to read about or would like to write an article for News, please contact News editor Bethany Daniels at bethany.daniels@covenant.edu.

fascinated by the connection between the two of them. This is not
based on history, but I questioned:
what if Hawthorne had an affair
with Fuller? Hawthorne had
conventional ideas of the roles of
men and women, and Fuller had
unconventional ideas. But in his
writing, Hawthorne always included characters like Fuller who want
to see the roles change. Thomas
R. Mitchell’s book, Hawthorne’s
Fuller Mystery, affirmed my idea.
But I want people to know I didn’t
copy him - I had the idea before
Mitchell did!
What are some of the challenges
of writing a novel?
The biggest challenge whenever I
write is having ideas I’m excited
about, but not really knowing how
good they are. They seem good
to me, but at some point I may
become disenchanted with them.
It is a sad thing to eliminate an
idea because it doesn’t work in the
context. Another frightening thing
about writing a novel, to me, is
that you never really have to finish. You could always rewrite it, it
could always be better, a character
could always be different.
Do you have any advice for those
who are interested in creative
writing or want to try their hand
at writing a novel?
Words are cheap. All that words
cost you is time. It’s not like filmmaking - you don’t have to buy a
camera or anything. I would be
willing to give any of these pencils
to anyone who needs something to
write with. All of the materials you
need are available cheaply - all it
takes is time. And when you write,
you are a writer. So just write. Get
a pencil and some paper and put
one word after another. The secret
is just to sit down and try to do it.
When can we expect to have it in
our hands?
By the time school starts in the
fall, I am hoping to have it published in an electronic form.
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Chatt. Symphony Orchesta’s Verdi review
by Tyler Wert

After enjoying a day in some of
the first warm weather we have
seen all year, music lovers from
all over Chattanooga crowded
into the Tivoli on Saturday
evening under the baton of
Maestra Kayoko Dan, the
Chattanooga Symphony Orchestra and Opera Chorus, the
Lee University Chorale and
the UTC Concert choir performed Giuseppe Verdi’s great
masterwork, The Requiem.
Further swelling the ranks
of this superb collaboration
of artists was Covenant’s own
visiting professor of music Dr.
Rosella Ewing, one of four soloists brought in for the occasion. Dr. Ewing has been with
Covenant for the past four
years and currently teaches
musicology, vocal pedagogy,
and diction, as well as a full
studio of voice students. We
are truly blessed to have such
a talented individual on our
faculty. Indeed, Dr. Ewing has
had a longstanding opera and

professional singing career,
which has recently gone into
high gear, including multiple
performances with the CSO,
Brevard Philharmonic, and
many other companies in the
South East.
As the Mezzo-soprano soloist for Verdi, Dr. Ewing tackled
a very difficult vocal line which
often called upon her to begin
choral and soloist sections unaccompanied by the orchestra;
I must say, her performance
was flawless. Her soaring voice
filled the hall and blended
superbly with her fellow artists,
truly imbuing music with a
magnificence and solemnity of
one of Verdi’s greatest achievements.
Four years ago I was fortunate enough to perform this
same work with the Greenville
Symphony and Chorale , and
the performance I attended
on Saturday was truly excellent. The musicians, despite
an ill soprano soprano soloist
who soldiered on nevertheless,
executed this intensely difficult

and lengthy work with superb
musicality and skill.
The chorus, containing two
dear friends, was most certainly
the highlight of the evening,
and they have my compliments

for, if nothing else, their sheer
endurance in performing without the customary intermission. The two most technically
challenging movements of The
Requiem, the “Dies Ire” and

the “Liberame Domine” fugue,
were both quite impressive,
as well as a lot of fun for the
audience and singers.

commentary.”
The Film Show currently has
7.5 thousand consistent listeners
in 66 different countries. “The
Film Show is something I’ve
invested a lot of time in and it’s
gaining momentum very slowly.”
O’Sullivan recently worked the
Dublin Film Festival where
people recognized him from his
radio show.
“That was weird,” laughed
O’Sullivan. “I wasn’t expecting that.”
Though things seem to be
going well for O’Sullivan on
the creative front, the collective
artistic environment in Ireland
is not cohesive to a career in the
arts, especially filmmaking.
“For a country that is so
proud of its artistic heritage,

Ireland puts very little funding
into the arts,” said O’Sullivan.
“If you want a career in the arts
you have to immigrate. Not
making the arts a priority will
only hurt the country as more
and more of Ireland’s talent immigrates and makes a name for
themselves elsewhere.”
Art and cultural identity are
deeply connected for the Irish.
“There is this obsession with
maintaining national integrity,”
said O’Sullivan. “It makes sense,
but what needs to be realized is
how much Ireland has to offer
on a worldwide stage. What gets
funded here is art that perpetuates the Irish stereotype. What
needs to be seen is that Irish
people are capable of producing

films for everyone, not just the
Irish. Ireland is known as a hub
of culture, but it needs to develop beyond pure nationalism.”
Nationalism is important to
such a small country with such a
turbulent political history.
“Ireland is a very reflective
country,” O’Sullivan said. “The
Irish tend to look back instead
of forward towards the future.
This mentality is cutting the legs
off of those who could legitimize
Ireland as a relevant artistic hub
of Europe.”
Ireland’s history also plays
a role in the country’s current
artistic climate.
“There is sort of an underdog mentality that is ingrained in the Irish people,”

said O’Sullivan. “The Republic
of Ireland is one of-if not the
only-country that the English attempted to colonize and
failed. Being the underdog is
very much an ever present thing
for the Irish. We need to realize
that we can make films that are
relevant to the rest of the world.
There is so much untapped
artistic potential in this country, and every day, more of that
potential leaves.”

Covenant

Art on the Emerald Isle
by Alia Hollback

Ireland has long been considered
a land rich in art and cultural
heritage. A hot spot for tourists, Ireland has much to offer
in the aesthetic department. But
what does the current art scene
look like for young artists on the
Emerald Isle?
Breffni O’Sullivan, a 24-yearold Irishman from Dublin, is
the creator and producer of
The Film Show, an online radio
podcast. “The Film Show came
about because I had a degree in
film I didn’t really know what
to do with,” said O’Sullivan.
“I had a background in college
journalism reviewing films and
I wanted to do some sort of film

To learn more about Breffni
O’Sullivan, his current projects
and ‘The Film Show’ podcast, visit:
thef ilmshow.com.
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How I Met Your Mother: When to quit
by Greg Steele

Our parents have all told us the
stories of how they met each
other. Whether they tell you
about their actual meeting or
about their crazy ex’s before they
met each other, their stories are
usually entertaining and barely
believable. Nearly eight years ago,
Craig Thomas and Carter Bays
decided to create a half-hour
sitcom around this common occurrence of parents sharing their
love stories with their children.
The result was How I Met Your

Mother, which has become CBS’s
flagship sitcom in the latter half
of the 2000s.
I loved HIMYM (as it is affectionately known), particularly in
its early seasons. Episodes across
the first four seasons like “Okay
Awesome,” “Swarley,” “Slapsgiving,” and “The Naked Man” kept
me doubled over with laughter
and coming back week after week
for more. Then, the show plateaued. Seasons 5 and 6 weren’t
let downs, but they certainly
couldn’t keep the upward trajectory that catapulted the show to

fame through its first four seasons. Then, halfway through the
seventh season, the show began
a downward spiral from which it
has never snapped out. Relationship dynamics became convoluted
and nonsensical, and the show’s
understated optimism has turned
into a sappy, overdone, “follow
your dreams” sermon. What was
once prime rib has been transformed into ground beef.
This slow decline of what
was once my favorite show is a
recurring pattern in the television
industry. Dawson’s Creek failed

to maintain its late 90s popularity as it sent its main characters
off to college, and LOST viewers
were more than done by the time
it ended. Harkening back to an
earlier time, Saved By the Bell
tanked after its first four seasons.
The only show to sustain some
success over a long period of
time was Friends, and it was even
starting to run out of gas as the
series came to a close.
Though HIMYM has been
renewed for a ninth and final
(thank goodness) season, the
producers and writers could have

satisfyingly ended the show when
it began to plateau. Instead, they
chose to try to milk it for as
much money as they could get.
This seems to be the pattern in
television today. If something
works, push it until it is long past
dead to try to squeeze every last
dollar out of it. Hopefully, television producers will wake up and
realize that the legacy of a show
(in the form of DVD sales, digital
downloads, show-related memorabilia) is far more valuable than
the extra buck in the next year.

when they dropped their full
length follow up, We Are the 21st
Century Ambassadors of Peace and
Magic, on January 22, a scant five
months and 29 days later.
It is immediately clear that 21st
Century Ambassadors is a much
more focused album, placing more
emphasis on songwriting and

structure than spectacle. But while
it is certainly more coherent, the
absurdity and theatrics that make
Foxygen such a fascinating act
have not been abandoned. I mean,
look at the name of the album.
21st Century Ambassadors simply
refines their eccentricities and
incorporates them into a more

cohesive whole. The ultra weird
two-measure genre shifts and Sam
France’s absurd vocal shifts still
punctuate songs frequently and
unexpectedly, but now the surrounding track is just as appealing
in its own right.
The album is exciting from
top to bottom, because Foxygen’s

sound is like nothing I’ve ever
heard before. It’s simultaneously smooth and abrasive, weird
as all get out, and relentlessly
entertaining. I’ve not been as
impressed by a debut album in
quite a while, and Foxygen is well
worth your time.

thought about before: the difference
between the artist and the artisan.
Webster defines the artist as:
“One who professes and practices one of the fine arts, a skilled
performer.” An artisan is defined
as: “a worker who practices a
trade or handicraft.” While these
definitions seem to focus on the
outward actions of the artist and
the artisan, I believe the pivotal
difference lies in the psyche of
the two.
Artisans are typically steady, dependable, creatively minded people
who are very skilled with their
hands and make lovely things. The
artist, on the other hand, is usually
unstable, fickle, and so full of a
nameless emotion that the work

they produce is an explosion of expression that had no choice but to
come out or kill them. The results
usually surprise the artist as much

tormented by unseen demons and
die young and alone. Why is this?
Is it, like the playwright implied,
something that falls from the sky
and into the artist at some point
in their lives? Is it something they
are born with? Why so much torment?
Typically, artists are more rightbrained people. This makes them
very sensitive and intuitive. Because
of these traits, artists are usually
empaths, so in tune with what is
going on around them that they
absorb any emotional energy they’re
around, whether it be positive or
negative. This can result in an emotional system overload that must be
expressed in some fashion. Some
artists are better than others about

channeling this energy through
nondestructive conduits, while
others simply cannot handle it and
turn to violence, alcohol or drugs
for release. The artisan on the other
hand, seems seldom if ever plagued
with such problems and can create
their beautiful work without all of
the additional angst.
Though it’s possible for an artist
to be an artisan and an artisan to be
an artist, there is a distinct difference
between the two. While their intuition is not an excuse for outrageous
behavior (and historically it has at
times been considered to be), the artist nevertheless must carry more than
their share of emotional turmoil.
Given this fact, perhaps it’s true that
no one is an artist on purpose.

We Are the 21st Century Ambassadors review
by Walter Somerville

On July 24, 2012, psychedelic
rockers Foxygen let loose a blistering mishmash of 60s rock and
schizophrenic show tunes with
their debut EP, Take the Kids Off
Broadway. Listeners were likely
still reeling from the onslaught

The psyche of the artist and artisan
by Alia Hollback

While listening to NPR on the
drive home from spring break, I
heard an interview with a playwright. The interview was interesting enough to keep me from
turning the station and entertaining
enough to keep me from falling
asleep, so I listened. But then the
playwright said something that really woke me right up.
“No one’s an artist on purpose,”
he said, “It’s something that happens to you.”
The playwright said this as a side
note, like a parenthetical statement
that was so obvious it almost need
not have been said. The words reminded me of a theory I had often

Though it’s possible
for an artist to be an
artisan and an artisan
to be an artist, there
is a distinct difference
between the two.
as anyone else.
What accounts for this difference? It’s not new news that artists
usually live short and turbulent
lives. From Edgar Allan Poe to
Jimi Hendrix, people that possess
astounding talent usually live lives

If you have something you wish to read about or would like to write an article for Arts, please contact Arts editors Calvin Cummings and Alia Hollback at calvin. cummings@covenant.edu
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Understanding divorce
by Anonymous

The purpose behind the anonymity of this article is to prevent my
personal experiences from overshadowing my main point.
In Malachi 2:16, God declares
he hates divorce. My parents are
divorced. I’ve been grappling
with this tension and repeatedly find myself facing one giant
question mark. Lately I’ve come
to realize: many other Covenant
students have similar family
situations and wrestle with the
same concerns.
I entered Covenant worried
my family life would impede
my ability to relate to my peers.
I was afraid that everyone had
picture-perfect Christian families. Then, my first close friend
here revealed their extremely
traumatic life story to me. It
shook me all the way back to
reality: every human is broken. I see now, my fears were
narrow-minded. I have found
no students with picture-perfect

Christian families, because they
do not exist.
Divorce is a tragic effect of
the fall. We still live in a broken
world that aches for Christ’s
return. There is nothing good
about the act of divorce in itself.
It is the antithesis of a quintessential image of Christ and the
Church, of God’s devotion to his
people. It is the breakdown of
a beautiful metaphor for something eternal. Sometimes, even
despite the greatest marriage
therapy, or sincerest prayers, or
strongest willpower, the metaphor disintegrates.
But I am not writing to sulk
in this fragmented reality of
brokenness. The fullness of this
reality is that Christ is redeeming all things to him, and that
he works all things out for his
good—even the tragic covenant
severance that is divorce.
Statistics have shown that we
are more likely to get divorced
if our parents were divorced.
Sometimes I fear I’m defined
by these statistics. But while

God is not
pleased with
my parents’
divorce, he
has used my
circumstances
to draw me
closer to him,
to teach me
a unique understanding of
adoption into
his perfect
family. The
odds do not
define us; the power of Christ
defines us.
For those that have experienced divorce, hear the good
news: God does not divorce
his children; Christ will never
divorce his bride. For those who
have not experienced divorce,
remember your brothers and
sisters that have. We can empathize with one another because
we are all broken and sinful, yet
redeemed and loved by Christ.
We are united by our circumstances through him.

If you come from a stable,
life-giving family situation,
remember that not everyone may
have that gift. Thank God for
the blessing. And share it. I have
been encouraged and learned
from many of my friends’ families who have been kind enough
to welcome me in as a fellow
member. It has been an invaluable blessing to experience these
families that serve as a model of
Christ for me.
Divorce happens. Unfortunate as it may be, it will

continue until Christ ’s return.
In the meantime, it should be
our deepest prayer that the
bonds of marriage are never
broken within our own lives.
But sin is still in the world.
Human vows can still break.
Comfort those that are grieving through divorce. And
remember this truth: our eternal covenant of marriage with
Christ will never be broken
by our brokenness.

it. I fear this epidemic is transforming norms at this campus.
That is, the more we see of this,
the more it becomes an acceptable practice.
At Covenant we are encompassed by an all-pervasive Christian community and atmosphere.
This is indeed a wonderful thing,
yet it may be part of our excuse
for (consciously or not) downplaying the importance of being a
committed and involved member of a local church. After all,
we go to small groups, we meet
for prayer, and we attend chapel
three days each week. Need we be
much more committed than this?
Jesus tells us that the Sabbath
was created for man, not man for
the Sabbath. On the Sabbath, we
rest from the cares and worries

of the week. As Christians, we
find rest and refreshment from
turning again to God. We rest
in the knowledge of His goodness and mercy; we are roused to
worship Him for His kindness
to us. We remember the cost of
His sacrifice in the sacrament
of communion. He calls us to
consider how we are resting from
our sinful ways. I would submit
that these are best and most fully
accomplished in the corporate,
intergenerational worship setting
of the church. That’s why attending church is such an integral
part of our Sabbath.
The fellowship of believers is
an important part of the Christian life. We are blessed to have
an extra helping of that here at
Covenant. A day will come when

we will leave Covenant and many
of the habits we have formed will
remain with us. Consequently,
it is key to establish healthy
practices during our time here.
In later years it is likely that
we will find our primary source
of Christian community in the
local gathering of our church.
Let’s make church a priority (as
it should be) so that we will be
blessed in years to come.
In light of these observations,
I would offer a modest proposal.
It’s modest, because if you’re the
person I think you are, you already know it’s true. I would offer
that, barring sickness, there are
few, if any, reasons to skip a communal church service on Sunday.
So don’t do it! It is there that
we may receive the sacraments

and be reminded of the Gospel
truths of the Word of God. Next
time a friend invites you to go to
Bedside Baptist, remind him (and
yourself ) that “ain’t nobody got
time for that!”
The purpose of this article isn’t
to wag a finger at you, but I hope
it is convicting. This isn’t a call
to legalism, but a call to higher
standards. Let’s not passively
allow the norm to slip backward;
let’s hold ourselves and each other
accountable in this. Let’s value
this Sabbath gift from God by
celebrating it the way He desire—
resting in Him in the company of
our fellow believers.
I rejoiced with those who said to
me, “Let us go to the house of the
LORD.” - Psalm 122:1
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Making time for church
by Scott Hoelsma

Where did you go to church last
Sunday? LMPC? New City?
Rock Creek? These churches
enjoy roaring popularity with
Covenant students. Some other
up-and-coming churches include
Bedside Baptist, Pillow Presbyterian, and Church of the Holy
Comforter. If you are like many
Covenant students, you have visited these “churches” at least once.
Perhaps you are even a regular
member.
What am I talking about? After
a long weekend or a late Saturday
night, it is easy to neglect Sunday
morning church services. We are
tired, and so comfortable in bed.
Substituting an online sermon at
our ease helps us feel better about
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Let’s talk about race... or not
by Caroline Malone

Let’s talk about race.... or not.
I had the tremendous opportunity to be a part of an O-Team
that, instead of being categorized
by major, was full of international and missionary kids who had
lived abroad for most of their
lives. I’m just a military kid, but
they threw me in the mix and it
was such a blessing. The group
helped me to get over some
culture shock I was struggling
with after having recently moved
to the States from Europe, and
many of the people in that O-

Team will surely be my friends
for life.
So, here we have a scenario
where you have a group of kids
coming together, helping each
other with shared struggles, and
becoming friends. Great! It also
just happened to be the case
that some of us were of different
races. And the amazing thing is...
it didn’t matter.
I grew up in a place where I
was a minority white girl. My
friends would poke fun at me for
being so pale, but it was all in
good humor and there’s nothing
wrong with a few jokes. I was

surrounded by mostly Asians
and Pacific Islanders. This didn’t
bother me at all. In fact, I sometimes find myself more uncomfortable when people who look
like me are in the majority. But
for the most part, I’ve stopped
seeing race because I’ve had to
learn that it just doesn’t matter.
That’s not to say I just simply
don’t notice someone’s race. Of
course I see if my friend is Asian,
or Portuguese, or African, but it
just doesn’t make a difference.
I see them as a friend and I see
them for their humor, or their
insights, or their love.

So why do we emphasize race
so strongly here? It doesn’t make
sense to me. If I were in the minority, which I have been in the
past, I wouldn’t feel comfortable
being lifted above the majority
purely for my minority status. I
would want to be seen for who I
am and not what I am.
There is something to be said
for celebrating culture. Culture
Fest is a fun and unique way to
bring light to the world around
us, and I don’t think there’s
anything wrong with it. But let’s
be careful when we decide what
our mission is as a college and as

Christians. Do we pick people
to love on and care for based
on how they look and where
they come from? Let’s just treat
everyone with an equal amount
of respect regardless.
So why should we need to sit
and talk about how to interact
with races? Just go out into the
world and love all those you
encounter. If they’ve got a different cultural background, that’s
awesome! But treat those from
a small town in Tennessee just
the same. They just might need
it too.

The impact of “The Blob”
by Jarrod Hoffman

Stepping out of the car having
finally arrived at summer camp
with four other smelly sixth
grade boys was, for us, exhilarating, and for Brian White—our
youth leader—a major relief. But
this was just the calm before the
storm. Southland, a church camp
held at Camp Kulaqua in Florida,
participated in shaping the lives
of middle school students both
by presenting the gospel and by
introducing these naïve younglings to “the Blob.” But the real
heroes in stories like this are the
youth leaders, volunteers, and
those brave enough to receive
payment, who dedicated their
time, comfort, sleep, and possibly
their physical well-being all because they wanted to let us know
that Jesus loves us. One of the
ways this happened was the Blob.
This massive pillow-shaped,
air-filled bouncing apparatus
bobbed peacefully in its freezing, spring water until our free
time allowed us to discover this
gem. A slippery floating dock
encircled half of the spring, far
enough away from the Blob to

prevent injury...supposedly. Then
on the left side, a line formed
for those of us who were brave
enough to climb the diving
board guarded by a certified
lifeguard and jump on the floatation device to position ourselves
for the physics that was coming
our way.
I am not a big guy, and in
sixth grade, I was absurdly small.
My insecurity about the fact
that I was the size of a third
grade student soon vanished as I
walked up to the spring on that
memorable second day of camp.
Surrounded by my friends and
the youth leaders eager to show
us Jesus, I was quickly urged to
try my luck with the Blob. My
leader, Jason, said he would do
the honors of “blobbing” me for
my very first time. His nickname
is “Pudge,” so I was scared. I nervously agreed; like almost every
kid that age, I wanted nothing
more than to be accepted by my
friends and the random strangers
gathered to watch the festivities.
I jumped onto the Blob and
crawled to the end anticipating the very real possibility of
the complete annihilation of

my fragile frame. Pudge was an
amazing diver and landed in a
beautiful cannon ball to send me
soaring. I hit the frigid water and
emerged to the cheering of my
peers and dedicated leaders. My
love for the Blob and all of its
glory started at that moment.
After demonstrating my desire
to be blobbed, youth leaders
began seeking me out, asking
for the honor to blob someone
weighing a mere sixty pounds. I
was then approached by a man
so massive, so gigantic that he
would have made Kyle Curran
look like a scrawny toddler in the
weight room. This man weighed
well over 300 pounds. At this
point, I was probably the size of
his right thigh. He asked me if
I would like to be blobbed. I responded with a resounding “Yes.”
We waited in line until we made
it to the front and were informed
by the lifeguard that there was a
limit of a 150 pound difference
between the “blobber” and the
“blobbee.”
Seeing the disappointment in
my tear-filled eyes, Brian White
emerged to take the man’s spot.
As I sat on the edge of the Blob
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once again, I realized that Brian
was an experienced blobber. And
as I was launched so high and so
far that I came within a few feet
of the floating dock, I realized
that the weight of the blobber is
only part of the equation. Brian
White was practiced at landing at the perfect location to
skyrocket me so high that I was
afraid for my life.
Though after reading this you
may be thinking that we should
get a blob for Jackson Pond, I
would use this story to thank
those youth leaders who put up
with smelly, socially unaware, at-
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tention demanding teenagers like
me because they wanted, more
than anything, for my friends
and me to have a relationship
with Jesus. Brian, Pudge, and
many others made a huge impact
on my life, and I can’t thank
them enough for showing me
that Christ is worth more than
anything on this earth. I encourage you to thank your youth
leaders for their hard work and
sacrifice if you have the chance
and to try the Blob if you get
the opportunity. You won’t regret
doing either.		
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Covenant’s Hockey club team in front
by TJ Cox

March is full of excitement. As
the spring sports have started
and the weather has begun to
warm up, things are looking
brighter all around. But there
is something the student body
here at Covenant College is
missing out on. Unknown to
most of us, the roller hockey
club at Covenant has been in
action making a name for our
school during a competition
in the Chattanooga Hockey
League.
For many of you, this may be

the first time even hearing of
the club’s existence. Despite it
being a new and little-known
club team, Covenant is currently in first place in the
Chattanooga League. With an
impressive start to the season,
the Scots hockey team is undefeated with three wins and one
tie. This past weekend, I had
the privilege, alongside fifteen
other students, to attend one
of these games right down the
mountain outside on a beautiful Saturday afternoon. The
team consists of about ten of
your fellow classmates and none

other than the great Dr. Quatro.
The whole team was eager to
put on a show for the few fans
who came to support the team.
From the start of the match,
the Scots took a commanding
lead and never looked back.
The Scots won the game by a
dominating score of 11-1, led
by forward Pieter de Groot,
who is also the League leader in
total points (the total amount of
goals and assists). On Saturday,
de Groot displayed unbelievable skill, scoring four goals as
well as tacking on two assists.
Other notable performances

were played by Dr. Quatro with
two goals and two assists, senior
Joe Pierce with two goals, and
sophomore Nate Groelsema
with three goals.
“It was awesome to come
back from spring break and
continue our hot streak with a
big win,” said Groelsema. “It
was a great team effort with
solid offensive and defensive
production all around.”
Nate is grateful to all the
students who have made it out
to a game this year.
After going myself, I would
encourage all of you to go
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and support the Scots hockey
team. It is a great way to spend
your Saturday afternoon as the
weather continues to get warmer while watching an exciting,
fast-paced game of hockey.
There are only four games left
until the playoffs, so don’t miss
your opportunity to support
our successful team! Go out
and cheer on your Scots hockey
team this Saturday, March 23
at 5:50 p.m. The roller rink is
located next to the Chattanooga
Skate Park at 1801 Reggie
White Blvd, Chattanooga, TN.

